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The Texas Triumph Register 

The Gulf Coast Triumph Association, Inc.  d/b/a the Texas Triumph 
Register (TTR) is an organization of Triumph owners and enthusiasts -
dedicated to the preservation and continuing enjoyment of the Marque. 
Membership is open to all who appreciate automobiles bearing the 
Triumph name. In addition to monthly meetings, the club sponsors rallyes, 
shows, road tours, technical seminars, and social events. 

Visit our website at: www.TexasTriumphRegister.org 

National Affiliations 

The Texas Triumph Register is a local chapter of the Vintage Triumph 
Register (VTR)/ Triumph Sports Owners Association, which is open to all 
drivers of Triumph motorcars; an area center for the Triumph Register of 
America, exclusively for TR-2 through TR-4A automobiles; and a 
chapter of the 6-PACK, dedicated to the enjoyment, preservation, and 
restoration of the Triumph TR250 and TR6 automobiles. 

Membership in these national organizations is encouraged. Visit their 
websites at: 

www.vtr.org 
 www.triumphregister.com  
www.6-pack.org  

Newsletter 

The Bluebonnet is published monthly for TTR members. Members are 
encouraged to submit articles, photographs, or other items of interest. TTR 
neither endorses nor warrants any product or service advertised herein. 

The information contained in this newsletter is for educational and informative 
purposes only. TTR assumes no responsibility for the correctness or safety of 
the procedures; the reader assumes liability for any risk, both personal and 
financial, in connection with the repairs or modifications outlined in the 
articles. 

Working on cars can be hazardous if done incorrectly or without the proper 
safety precautions. The consequences of some mistakes can be 
dangerous. TTR suggests that you consult an automotive professional 
before attempting any repair or modification with which you are unfamiliar or 
inexperienced. 
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Fred Wagner 

 
 

 

 

  

  
 

 
 

From the President … 

The turkey has been eaten, and the Black Friday sales have been shopped.  The friends 

and relatives have left, and it’s time to consider beginning your decorations for the 

next holiday season right around the corner.  As the leaves and temps start to fall, we 

take a moment to look back and be thankful for another year of fun and fellowship 

with our fellow Triumph owners here in TTR.  It has been my honor to lead this club 

through 2019, and I look forward to the rest of my term in 2020, before the May 

officer elections.   

 

I look back on 2019 and note all of the events we have 

shared as members of the TTR family.  We added the 

Wayne & Jackie Switzer Polar Bear Run, the annual 

HPD Autocross, the Gary Johnston Memorial 

Bluebonnet Run, the South Central VTR Regionals in 

Pottsboro, Texas, the VTR Nationals in Dripping 

Springs, the Falling Leaves Tour to Avery Island, 

Louisiana, and our upcoming Christmas party at 

Truluck’s into the mix.  Sprinkled amidst these major 

events, we enjoyed the weekly Traveling Triumph 

Breakfast Club gatherings, with the sites located and 

organized by our own breakfast team of Sam Jeffries 

and John Barnett.  Finally, we folded in our wonderful 

member-hosted meetings, some TTR dinner nights, 

TTR Nights at the Movies, and various car events with 

other clubs in the area.  All in all, it made for a hearty 

meal of Triumph fun.  I want to thank each and every 

person who was involved in the planning and leading of 

each of these events; you all helped contribute to the 

success of this club in the past year, and to making 

the TTR experience such a great one for us all. 

 

This past month was a fun-filled time, starting with 

our monthly meeting, hosted by first-time host, Tim 

Maxwell.  For his first meeting, I must say that Tim 

did a wonderful job as host, having a great barbecue 

spread for us all.  The weather greeted us with sunny 

blue skies; perfect weather for those who brought 

their cars, top down, to the meeting.  A large group 

then left for Avery Island, Louisiana the following 

week, to take part in the annual Falling Leaves Tour.  

From the pictures I have seen, and the feedback I was 

given, the consensus is that Mike and Sallie Rouse did 

a great job picking such an interesting location as a 

destination, with great roads and great meals along 

the way there and back.  I’m glad to see the club trying 

new destinations and new experiences on our 

traditional driving events.  One can only imagine what 

might be in store for the coming trips! 

On a personal note, I was very happy to see 42 people 

in attendance at this month’s installment of the TTR 

Night at the Movies.  We gathered at Studio Movie Grill 

and saw the new release of “Ford vs. Ferrari”, which I 

can safely give two thumbs up for the entertainment 

and storytelling factors. 

 

As we prepare for the scheduled Christmas party, with 

the toy donations for Houston’s children in need, let’s 

take time this holiday season to be thankful for all our 

blessing, not only now but throughout the year.  Let us 

continue the spirit of friendship and cooperation that 

makes our club such a great family.  We have had 

members with health challenges, many of whom are now 

on the mend.  We give thanks for their recovery and 

wish them continued good health.  Thank you for all of 

the members who, each day of the year, continue to 

help each other out with various mechanical and 

restoration issues.  We look forward to the coming 

year, and all of the events to be scheduled.  More 

importantly, I look forward to seeing each and every 

one of you out at them.  As always, if you have any 

suggestions for a particular drive, dinner or event, 

please let the officers know, so we can try and get it 

scheduled.  

  

You unlock this car door with the key of imagination.  

Beyond it is another dimension. A dimension of exhaust 

notes, sights and meetings.  You’re moving into a land of 

both adventure and fun; of oil, gas and electrical issues; 

that’s the signpost up ahead – your next stop - the TTR 

Zone!  So happy holidays, buckle up, join us in the 

adventure, and drive your Triumph – we do! 
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I am writing this on Sunday, the first of December, only a few 

days after Thanksgiving, and after a gentle reminder from our 

newsletter editor James. I have had a very unusually non-

productive month climaxing in the past week. Thanksgiving is a 

time for giving thanks. I am most thankful for the left-overs 

and have a refrigerator stuffed more full than the turkey was a 

few days ago. Later, I will head over to the convention center 

to help take down the club display. First, Bob will stop by and 

we will pick up Len, who showed his TR3 this year. Before we 

pickup Len, I will drop off something that Marti had left over from their old house. 

As you may know, the Meyers are finally living back in their old neighborhood, on the same lot that 

flooded. In the previous house, they had a wall that tracked the growth of their grandson over his 

life. The random pencil marks on random dates were marked on a white plaster wall that they 

managed to salvage with minimal breakage. The left-over drywall has been drying out above my 

heater in my attic for months. I remain hopeful that Humpty Dumpty will be back on the wall in the 

new house. Their TR6 remains in recovery mode. There are lots of leftovers from the flood. 

As soon as I finish typing, I plan to make another plate. It will have roasted, dry-brine organic 

turkey as I have saved some dark meat. It will also have some of the turkey my brother smoked a 

few days before our feast. It will have green bean casserole, grilled asparagus with nuts, sweet 

potato casserole, some vegan potatoes especially prepared for our daughter, corn bread stuffing, 

"good" stuffing cooked inside the bird, cranberry sauce with the lines from the can, roasted 

potatoes with pears, and homemade gravy, not to mention a fresh, now few day old roll, if it can be 

balanced atop. If I can stay within budget, I will then look over the desserts. Did I mention I love 

leftovers? 

When I think about our club, and the relationships I have made, I think about what is left over. I 

can't count the events, friends, activities and cars that are left over. I hope everyone in the club is 

enjoying their leftovers. 

Jer 
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Upper – Marti & Len’s grandson’s growth chart. 

Lower Right – Jerry’s T’Giving leftovers. 

Lower Left –Marti & Len’s TR6 after being 

submerged for a couple of weeks in toxic water. 

Tales of a Wandering Mechanic  
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Laissez les bons temps rouler!        (Cajun for “Let the good times roll”)   

 

The 2019 edition of the Falling Leaves Tour began on Friday,  

November 15, with a 9:00 am meet-up at the Baytown Buc-ee’s.  Club members from around the Houston 

area headed east to meet up for the drive.  Initially there were nine Triumphs (and three lesser cars) with 

others joining the group later in the day.  This tour was a departure from typical club overnight events, 

with a destination to the east….into the heart of Cajun country.  Although the roads would be generally 

flat, the tour would provide an opportunity to experience the unique culture of southern Louisiana, learn 

about the history of the area, and sample the famous Cajun cooking. This was the first overnight trip since 

Mike Rouse assumed the role of VP of Special Events, and having lived in the area, the Acadiana destination 

was familiar to him. 

 

Acadiana is the official name given to the French Louisiana region that 

was historically home to the state’s French speaking population.  Many are 

of Acadian descent, exiles from what are now Canada’s Maritime 

Provinces, expelled during and after the French and Indian War. The 

region also boasts a large population of Creoles, descendants of the 

region’s original Old World settlers who arrived in Louisiana before and 

after the arrival of the Acadians. Over time the Cajuns developed their 

regional language, customs, cuisine, and music that is unique to the area. 

 

The itinerary was designed to provide a direct 

drive across southern Louisiana, and was 

modified at the last minute due to a closed 

ferry-boat crossing.  The revised route headed 

north to Lake Charles, and then east to New 

Iberia.  The total route mileage for the first 

day was 255 miles, shortly under seven hours, 

including lunch and pit stops.  The caravan 

departed at 9:15 as planned and headed out in 

the cool and clear Friday weather.  A nasty cold 

front had rolled through Houston the previous 

day, but that had fully cleared and we enjoyed 

cloudless skies for the drive. 

 

The group headed east to the first pit stop, and 

then south to travel along the coast as far as 

Cameron, LA.  At several points along the route 

the road ran parallel to a shipping channel and we 

saw multiple ships, oil-rigs, and other petrochemical 

infrastructure that is part of the Louisiana coast. 

The detour north headed to Lake Charles for the lunch stop at Pat’s of Henderson, an award-winning steak 

and seafood restaurant, where the group met up with Randy and Val DeRuiter.   

Acadiana area of Louisiana 

Friday route map from Baytown Buc-ee’s to New Iberia, with 

lunch stop at Pat’s of Henderson in Lake Charles  

2019 Falling Leaves Tour  - John Hanten 
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This lunch experience provided the group the first sample of the outstanding meals that became a 

signature part of the tour.   

Mike Rouse providing driver instructions at the 

start of the tour. 
Colorful Triumphs at the meet-up point 

On the road…..welcome to Louisiana 

Group lunch at Pat’s of Henderson 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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Following lunch, the caravan (now ten Triumphs and three lesser cars) continued east to New Iberia, LA, 

and the destination Hampton Inn Hotel, arriving shortly after 4:00 as scheduled. Already in the parking lot 

was an award-winning Triumph TR3A, driven from Florida by Franz and Monica Bachmann. 

 

After some time to decompress following the drive, the dinner group assembled in the lobby and headed 

out to The St. John Restaurant in St. Martinville, LA, billed as Louisiana’s #1 family style restaurant. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gathering in hotel lobby for dinner departure 

Start of the day at the Tabasco Museum Cargo ships along the route Fried seafood everywhere 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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Saturday 

 

Saturday began with the hotel breakfast, then departure for a ten-minute drive to Avery Island, 

home of the Tabasco factory, museum, gift shop, and restaurant.  The group arrived for the 9:00 

opening and spent about an hour touring the museum and visiting the gift shop tasting samples of 

everything Tabasco…. including ice cream and soda pop.  The front stairs of the gift shop provided a 

nice opportunity for a group photo.  

Start of the day at the Tabasco Museum.  Every 

drop of Tabasco sold worldwide is made at this 

facility. 

The tour describes how the sauce is made.  Here, 

barrels sourced from wineries are repurposed, re-

banded with stainless steel, and used for aging the 

pepper and vinegar mash. 

The mash is aged for three years in the barrels which 

are sealed with salt to form a natural protective 

barrier.  Friday evening group dinner 

Watch out for the bears….they like Tabasco! 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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Another part of the museum describes the 

worldwide marketing approach.  The products are 

identical worldwide. 

The Tabasco Country Store provides an opportunity 

to buy anything Tabasco related. 

The sample area offered a spicy array of their ten 

different sauces. 

TTR group photo outside the Tabasco Country Store 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   

For the serious….one-gallon jugs of the different 

sauces. 
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Following the Tabasco tour, the group headed out 

on a scenic 62 mile drive to the lunch stop. Along 

the way the scenery changed from deep woods 

with hanging moss, to fields of sugar cane.  The 

road was in good condition and the skies were 

clear providing excellent driving conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eleven TTR Triumphs at the Tabasco factory 

Saturday drive map 

Over the bayou Saturday drive through scenic woods 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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One of the road hazards – huge tractors with 

freshly harvested sugar cane.  Slow moving with no 

place to pull over. 

Lunch stop at Bon Creole, a local Cajun restaurant in 

New Iberia featuring huge po’ boys….fried shrimp, 

fried oysters, fried soft-shell crab… 

In line at Bon Creole 

Morning drive participants warming up, getting ready to 

sample more Cajun cuisine at Bon Creole. 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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After lunch it was off to the Conrad Rice Mill in New Iberia.  Establilshed in 1912, it is the oldest 

independently owned rice mill in the United States still in operation.  Prior to its establishment, local rice was 

sent 125 miles by steamboat for milling.  Phillip Conrad saw an opportunity and established the mill in New 

Iberia.  Two of the existing buildings were listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1982. 

 

The rice mill experience provided a video of the rice mill history, along with the Cajun story.  Following the 

video was a tour through the actual working mill, and chance to inspect the ancient belt-driven machinery still 

in use today.  The tour was on Saturday, so the mill was not in operation, but the guide said that the entire 

operation, including the mill and the visitor center / store, was staffed by only thirteen employees. 

 

 

 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   

Conrad Rice Museum and Company Store Rice museum parking lot. 

Inside the company store there were lots of 

Louisiana souvenirs as well as rice products 

produced by the company.  They featured about a 

dozen different types of rice, as well as seasonings 

produced by the company.  There were samples of 

coffee and rice for tasting. 

The rice and related products are sold with the 

“Konriko” brand name.  Initially, Mr. Conrad 

wanted it to be named for CONrad RIce COmpany, 

but that was rejected by the US Patent and 

Trademark Office due to similarity of a trademark 

by the California Rice Cooperative.  The change of 

the name to Konriko was accepted and remains 

today.  
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Following the rice mill tour, there was a block of unscheduled 

time allowing the group to do more touring, go shopping, or go 

back to the hotel to relax prior to dinner. 

 

 

 

  

Among the items in the store was this Voodoo doll.  

The clerk explained that there was both good and 

bad Voodoo, with dolls for each.  This “Good” 

Voodoo doll is for personal use, and can be used to 

solve any number of personal ailments by sticking 

the doll with a pin.   

The buildings of the old rice mill, with the front 

ones largely as they were in 1913.   

Inside the rice mill looking at the machinery used 

to package and sew the rice bags.  The guide 

explained that the mill was originally steam 

powered, and was later electrified.  However, all 

of the machinery is required to be unchanged since 

the mill was put on the National Register in 1982.  

Our enthusiastic tour guide showed the group a 

scale model of the mill and described the multiple 

steps required to convert from raw grain to 

finished product.  She is one of the thirteen 

employees in the operation.   

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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The Saturday group dinner was at the Riverfront Restaurant, a popular seafood specialty restaurant in 

Abbeville, LA, about 15 miles from the hotel.  Although the parking lot was packed, the advance preparation 

by our event coordinators had arranged for group seating in two large tables.  

 

 

 

After dinner it was back to the hotel for some socializing and gaming, eventually getting to bed in time for 

the long drive the next day. 

Saturday group dinner – Table 1   

Saturday group dinner – Table 2  Mike and Sallie – Event Coordinators for the trip  

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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Sunday   

 

On Sunday, the group headed out about 9:00, retracing the route back to Lake Charles with a pit stop along 

the way.  Lunch was at a popular Cajun seafood restaurant named Steamboat Bills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following the lunch in Lake Charles, the participants split up into several groups to head back to their 

respective destinations via various routes. 

 

By all accounts it was a very successful event, and the details will be archived for another similar tour in 

several years. The drive included routes along the Louisiana coastline, and a Saturday day drive through the 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   

Sunday pit stop on the way home.  An empty 

Chevron station was suddenly filled with Triumphs.  
Steamboat Bill’s – was hopping busy.  However, 

arrangements had been made to have our own large 

tables in the back.  

Steamboat Bill’s – waiting in line, previewing the 

menus.  You ordered at the counter, got a number, 

and the food was brought to you.  They specialized 

in fried seafood…..  

Group photo inside Steamboat Bills.  
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countryside with farmland, forest, and bayous.  All of the restaurants were excellent providing ample 

opportunity to sample gumbo, etouffee, fried seafood of every type (including alligator) as well as the 

famous po’ boy sandwiches. The overall timeline was designed to provide group interaction events, as well as 

unscheduled time for people to do whatever they chose. 

 

The coordinated driving routes totaled about 625 miles, with participants logging extra miles from their 

house to and from the meet-up location.  A total of twelve Triumphs were on the drive, and it is significant 

to note that over a collective mileage of ~ 7,500 miles, there was not a single roadside breakdown that 

required assistance or held up the group.  There were some repairs and tweaks performed in the hotel but 

no show-stopping breakdowns. 

 

 

Mike and Sallie Rouse should be congratulated for the overall event planning, lunch arrangements, and a 

great driver’s map package.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Article by John Hanten and Mike Rouse  

Photos by John Hanten, Nancy Money, and Mike Rouse 

 

 

Laissez les bons temps rouler!         

Car Model Participants 

1 TR6 Mike and Sallie Rouse 

2 TR6 John and Cindy Blum 

3 TR6 Dave and Zora Bryant 

4 TR6 Andreas Zimmer and Simone Salz 

5 TR6 Tim Maxwell 

6 TR6 Tim and Linda Malone 

7 TR4A Mike and Marie Hado 

8 TR6 Nancy Money and John Hanten 

9 TR3A Jerry and Pru Gruss 

10 TR4 Randy and Val DeRuiter 

11 Spitfire John Barrett 

12 TR3A Franz and Monica Bachmann 

13 Porsche Len and Marti Myers 

14 Land Rover Bob Dowling 

15 Jeep SUV Eric and Sharon Schumann 

16 Truck Jeff Harris 

Falling Leaves Tour Participants 

2019 Falling Leaves Tour   
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The 60th annual AutoRama event was held over Thanksgiving 

weekend, Nov. 28-Dec. 1, at the George R Brown Convention 

Center in Houston. The show is billed as America’s premier 

custom show car series showcasing custom cars, hot rods, and 

collector cars.  The event also has celebrity guests, famous 

movie cars, thrill shows, and automotive parts and nostalgia. As 

in recent years, TTR was invited to participate in the event, and 

Mike Hado and Dave Smith worked to coordinate the selection of 

the show cars, and the duty rosters for the TTR members.  

 

Barn Raising 

 

The TTR activity for the event kicked off with the ‘move-in’ at 

10:00 am on Wednesday, when the display booth was assembled 

and the cars were registered and moved to their spaces.  Dusty 

Nicholson provided the 

transportation for the elements 

of the display.  Many TTR 

members volunteered for this 

‘barn-raising’ type event, and with 

many hands, the work was quickly 

completed.  

 

Set up participants included: 

• Mike Hado 

• Dave Smith 

• Mike Rouse 

• Fred Wagner,  

• John Baguley  

• Dusty Nicholson 

• Jerry Gruss 

• Tim Maxwell 

• Kenny & Lisa Daves 

• Dave Fowler 

• Len Myers 

• Jim & Melissa Farrell 

• James Moore 

• Karl Rettenmaier 

• John Barrett 

• John Hanten 

 

Following the successful setup, many of the participants enjoyed a celebratory lunch at the Merida Mexican 

Restaurant on Navigation St. 

Unloading the exhibit from Skyline van. 
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Getting ready for the lift 

 

 

TTR “Iwo Jima” moment 
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Many TTR members volunteered to staff the booth during the four-day event.  The members are identified 

below. (apologies if I missed anyone) 

 

Exhibit Staffing: 

 

Thursday   Friday       Saturday        Sunday 

John Barrett                  David Fowler         Dave Smith           Hal Sharp 

Bill Jumper     Bill Sysman         Tyler Smith          Tim Maxwell 

Sam & Tere Jeffries    Jeff & LaDonna Tebbe        Rick Trenholme          John Blum 

                    Mike Rouse          Steve Voss          Stephen Zagorski 

                   John & Shu-Lien Baguley        Fred Wagner          Jim & Melissa Farrell  

       Kenny Daves          Tim Malone                    Mike Hado    

                                       Nancy Money & John Hanten        James Moore    

         Mike Hado          Karl Rettenmaier    

                  Mike Hado 

         

TTR AutoRama History 
 

Digging through the TTR archives and timeline 

revealed a long history of TTR at AutoRama.  

Some key dates and milestones include: 

 

• 1984 – First TTR participation in 

AutoRama event 

 

• 1998 – TTR wins first place with “best 

club display” and wins $500 

 

• 2002 – The new rotating sign debuts 

replacing an aging Triumph dealership 

sign.  The new sign was designed by Don 

Carter 

 

• 2003 –TTR decides not to participate in 

AutoRama 

 

• 2011 – after eight-year hiatus, TTR 

again participates in AutoRama, with a 

reduced booth display…the same wheel 

stanchions and rotating sign currently 

used 

Completed exhibit with volunteer table 
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  The Cars 
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John and Shu-Lien working the booth 

 

 

Booth instructions…… 

 

 

Friday night at the TTR display 

 

 

Something to see for everyone 

 

 

Plymouth Super-Bird…. 
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This article was written during the show, and the results came in after the Bluebonnet publication deadline.  

There will be a follow-up article in the next Bluebonnet with photos of the teardown activity, and the TTR 

show results. 

 

Overall this is a fun multi-day event with lots of participation by many club members.  Aside from the 

Triumph cars there was ample opportunity to see outstanding automotive creativity and craftsmanship at 

the highest level.                      

                                                                                      

 

Photos by: Fred Wagner, Mike Rouse, John Hanten 

 

 

 

Custom choppers and low-riders 

 

 

Lots of model cars and Hot Wheels 

 

 

Smokey and the Bandit movie car 
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 December, 2019 2019 AutoRama Report Update – Mike Hado 

Editor: John did not have the results of the Autorama available for his article, but Mike sent in the 

results to me and – as I’m running a little late this month – I decided to add them to this issue. Plus, 

Mike sent some nice shots of the setup and tear-down crews, too. 

 

The results were: 

  

Conservative Sports Class:  

1st place - James Moore, 1968 TR250 

  

Foreign Sports Class: 

1st place – 79 Spitfire (not a TTR member) 

2nd place – Len & Marti Myers, 1960 TR3A 

3rd place – Melissa & Jim Farrell, 1962 TR3B 

Honorable Mention: 

Kenny & Lisa Daves, 1966 Spitfire Mk II 

David & Allison Fowler, 1964 TR4 

Tim Maxwell, 1974 TR6 

  

Remember that the judging is not like the VTR in that the judges are not familiar with our 

cars.  Decisions are made mostly on the quality and “prettiness” of the vehicle, in their opinion. 
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 December, 2019 TTR Movie Night – Fred Wagner 

On Sunday, November 24th, 42 members of TTR met up at the Studio Movie Grill in City Centre to 

watch the story of the titanic battle between Ford and Ferrari to win at Le Mans.   

 

From all the comments I heard, it appears that everyone enjoyed the movie.  It was a great story 

of the people behind the scenes, who built and raced the cars that led Ford to win the 1966 24 

Hours of Le Mans.  There was also some of the most realistic racing footage seen in many 

years.  This was the second TTR Movie Night for this year, and - given the large turnout for both - 

I think we need to keep this in mind for future movies in the coming year.  If you have any 

suggestions for upcoming movies that the club might enjoy, let us know!  
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 December, 2019 Greetings from the European Front – Bob Pennington 

I’ve been remiss in writing to talk about our journey through Europe. I will try to catch you up. 

 

On July 16th, Orit, Joel and I arrived in Amsterdam to start our European journey. We were picked 

up by the people from whom we bought our RV (Motorhome in Europe), and taken to meet it. We 

bought it based on pictures and reviews of the company on the internet, so you can imagine we were 

apprehensive. Nothing to worry about, as it turned out, it was just as it was advertised. We spent a 

week on site, learning how everything works, fitting it out with what we needed (sheets, pillows, 

dishes, silverware, cleaning stuff, etc.), stuff we didn’t think about, making sure everything worked 

and we understood how everything worked.  

 

Again, we left the US and arrived with backpacks, three duffel bags and two boxes of office 

equipment as we are still working. Everything else we needed to buy here, as we could not afford to 

fly it out from the US. Our wardrobes consist of about 3 pairs of shorts, 3 jeans, 4 t-shirts, 2 nice 

shirts, socks, underwear and pajamas. We had never taken even a small trip in an RV before in our 

life, so we had to learn how to do things in a much smaller area. How small you ask? Well, the entire 

living area is 15’ by 7 ‘, 105 square feet or 9.75 square meters. That is our kitchen, dining room, 

living room, bathroom, shower and two bedrooms. How about driving? In the US, the biggest thing I 

ever drove was the occasional U-Haul truck, daily driving - the biggest was my Subaru Outback on 

the highways of the US. Now I’m driving a vehicle 7 meters long (23 feet) by 2.27 meters wide (7.5 

feet) and 2.98 meters tall (9.75 feet) on the streets of Europe. In the city and especially villages, 

some roads are so narrow that I take up almost both lanes and other roads the GPS will tell me to 

turn into and I think “No Way”! Oh, and right across the hood of the RV is a TTR magnetic sign! 

 

Anyway, that’s the background of our journey. After we left the Motorhome dealer, we had to 

hurry to Helsinki, Finland, as we were meeting some friends for a 3-day trip to Saint Petersburg. 

We drove through the Netherlands, Germany, Poland, then up through Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, 

then a ferry across the Baltic Sea to Helsinki. From Helsinki, there’s a special arrangement where 

you get a 3-day tourist visa to Saint Petersburg. Otherwise, to go to Russia, you need months of 

paperwork to get a Visa. It was incredible. To top it off, we arrived on Navy Day Weekend. So, we 

toured Saint Petersburg, went to the Hermitage (The palace of the Czars, now an incredible 

museum), walked the streets and ate in fantastic restaurants and cafes. Just outside St. 

Petersburg in a town called Peterhof, is the Russian equivalent of the Palace at Versailles, built by 

Peter the Great to outdo the French. The next day was Navy Day, so the Russian navy sent a small 

fleet of destroyers and submarines in parade through the Neve river and then a speech by 

President Putin beside the river. In my wildest imagination, having served with the 6th Fleet in the 

Mediterranean in the Cold war in the early 70’s and shadowed constantly by Russian ships, did I 

imagine that one day I would be on Russia for Navy Day, seeing the Russian Fleet and listening to a 

speech by the Russian President. 

 

We then sailed back to Helsinki and decided to drive for a few days up the west coast on the Baltic 

Sea. Well, it was so beautiful, we kept driving, staying in small campsites or even parking lots along 

the sea. In Finland, you can park and camp just about anywhere you want, so we would stop in 

parking lots along rivers in towns or on the coast, where we could just walk or bicycle through the 

cities. We kept going until we reached a city named Rovaniemi https://www.visitrovaniemi.fi/, known 

as Santa’s Workshop inside the North Pole. It is actually inside the Arctic Circle.  

https://www.visitrovaniemi.fi/
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Once you get to this part of Finland (known as Lapland) there is a major traffic hazard you need to 

be aware of. It is called Reindeer. They will just walk out to the road, and even just leisurely 

saunter along the road. You have to wait for them to move off the road, as they are quite large and 

trying to pass them could spook them to turn into your vehicle. 

 

After Rovaniemi, it was time to return to Helsinki to start our journey south. We drove through the 

interior on Finland. Instead of the sea, now we are staying in forest and mountain sites. So, instead 

of a couple of days in Finland, as was our original plan, we spent almost 3 weeks here. The reason 

this becomes important is that all of the EU (except for the UK, Romania, Scotland and Northern 

Ireland) are part of what is known as the Schengen Zone. Within this zone, you can drive through 

countries, as we drive across states here in the US, no border checks or anything. However, if you 

are not part of the EU, you are only allowed to spend 90 days out of 180 days in the Schengen Zone. 

After that, you must be out of the Schengen zone for 90 days before you can return to it. 

Countries outside the Schengen Zone are Ukraine, Moldovia, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Croatia, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Slovenia. 

 

Why is this important? Well, to quote an HBO show “Winter is Coming”. We would like to spend as 

much of winter as possible in Southern Spain, Portugal and Morocco. To get there we will need to 

drive through Italy and Southern France. Except for Morocco, these are Schengen countries, which 

means we can only spend 90 days there. The original plan was to spend December, January and 

February in Spain and Portugal. But to do that, we needed to spend September, October and 

November outside the Schengen Zone in Ukraine, Moldovia, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Croatia, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Slovenia. By staying longer in Finland, it pushed our departure 

from the Schengen Zone back. 

 

Moving on, after departing Helsinki the second time, we then took a ferry to Tallinn, Estonia. 

Beautiful old town there. We then drove, more leisurely through Estonia, to Riga in Latvia and then 

Vilnius in Lithuania. 

 

As we got into Warsaw, as dark set in, driving through downtown on the way to a friends, we heard 

a loud clang and the engine in the RV stopped. Determining this was a major problem – basically the 

timing belt came off - , we called our friend, who then called another friend and several hours later, 

we are towed to a mechanics shop specializing in trucks and Fiat engines. It was diagnosed that the 

idler pulley disintegrated, thus throwing off the timing belt and causing valves to be bent. The 

timing belt was changed prior to use getting the RV, but the idler pulley was another cheap Chinese 

part that disintegrated. Now, we need a Valve job and Cylinder head refurbished, so we got to 

spend more time in Warsaw than we planned. We got ourselves an Airbnb to stay the week they 

worked on the RV. Ironically, the apartment was in a building built on the line between Warsaw and 

the Jewish Ghetto of WW2.  

 

I need to leave now for more travel, but will send a new installment next month. If you want to 

follow the journey, please go to Facebook and join the group Turtle Travels, which we update almost 

daily ( https://www.facebook.com/groups/360179157986930/ ). 

 

Thanks for reading and looking forward to seeing all of you again next Fall.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/360179157986930/
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 December, 2019 TTR Meeting Minutes for November 

The meeting was held on Saturday, November 9, 2019 at the home of Tim Maxwell, and was called 

to order at 3:00 by TTR President Fred Wagner.   Fred thanked Tim for hosting the meeting.  

There were 39 members present including in-person and proxy attendance, constituting a quorum 

for club business.  

 

President’s Update – Fred Wagner 

 

• Fred – the Falling Leaves Tour is next week, leaving Friday morning.  This should be a good 

trip to a new location for the club.   
 

• Fred – Russ Seto Scholarship Fund Update - With the deposit from the MG club, the total 

endowment is ~ $25,600 in the scholarship fund.  We can re-think if we want to give one 

scholarship each semester.  The criteria would be the same.  Fred will get information from 

the school on the returns for the scholarship investment to help with the club decision.  

M/S/A to table the discussion until the next meeting when more information is available. 
 

Approval of Minutes – M/S/A to approve the minutes from last meeting as published in the 

Bluebonnet. 

 

Membership report - Mike Hado - currently 186 member families.  Of those, 145 are registered 

with a spouse, and 41 are single, of which 37 are men and four are women.  The membership total is 

over 330 people.  Of the member families, 174 of 186 have at least one Triumph. Most member 

families (159) are in the general southeast Texas area.  Finally, there are 18 complimentary 

memberships, primarily for club members who have moved out of the Houston area but desire to 

keep informed of club activities.  Mike guessed there are about 250 Triumphs represented in the 

club, but the exact number is difficult to pin down because of the ongoing restoration activity and 

buying and selling by club members. 

 

Treasurers Report – Bill Papp – reported inflows, outflows, and current balance. 
  

Regalia – no update. 

 

IT – no update. 

 

New Business: 

 

• Movie Night – Fred - will make arrangements for a movie event “Ford vs. Ferrari” for 

Sunday, November 24, and will send a notice to TTR members about the time, logistics, and 

payment details. 

 

• Christmas Party – reservations have been made for Saturday, December 7 at Truluck’s for 

a mid-day event.  There will be a choice of three different entrees plus dessert.  The 

restaurant will provide some decorating.  The meal price is $52, and the club will subsidize 

half of that amount.  There will also be the annual gift exchange and festivities of previous 

years, and donations of toys for needy children.  Liz Reynolds reminded members to RSVP 

soon, because the event is nearly sold out. 
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• Meeting Hosts for 2020 – Fred advised that there are still meeting host slots available for 

June, July, August, and September, 2020. (Ed – and possibly November.) 

 

• Video Library – John Hanten reminded members of the TTR Video Library, and the 

procedures for checking out the DVDs for viewing. 

 

• AutoRama – Mike Hado – provided an update.  There is a sign-up sheet for volunteers for 

set-up, tear-down, and staffing of the booth.  Set-up is on the 27th, the first show date is 

Thanksgiving Day, the 28th, and tear-down activity is on Sunday afternoon.  Mike will send 

out an email with details and staffing assignments. 

 

Adjourn - M/S/A to adjourn at 3:38.    Minutes recorded and edited by John Hanten  

 

 

Monthly Meetings Scheduled:  
 

• December – Christmas Party 

2020 

• January – Shu-Lien & John Baguley 

• February – Nancy Money & John Hanten 

• March – Sharon & Eric Schumann 

• April – Marti & Len Myers (at their home in town) 

• May – Sallie & Mike Rouse 

• June – Open 

• July – Open 

• August – Open 

• September – Open 

• October - Prudence & Jerry Gruss 

• November – Open 

• December – Christmas Party 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

  

TTR Meeting Minutes for November 
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               HOST – TIM MAXWELL 

Meeting Highlights - November

 
 Meeting Highlights - June 
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Photos: Fred Wagner  

  

  

  

   

   

     

   

 

   

 

 

 

  

  

 

   

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

   

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

   

  

  

  

 

  

   

   

  

 

 

 

Meeting Highlights - November

 
 Meeting Highlights - June 
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Photos: Fred Wagner 

New Members: 

Cathy & Bruce Thompson, Lake Charles, LA – 1974 White 

TR6 

Kim & Chris Kanyuck, League City, TX – 1972 Yellow TR6 

Noemi & Gene Biasucci, Spring, TX – 1978 Red Spitfire 

Mary & Thomas Niquette, Spring, TX – 1958 Primrose 

Yellow TR3A 

Brianne Murphy & Joseph Wilke, Houston, TX – 1975 Red 

TR6 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Member News – Mike Hado 

TTR Birthdays for December: 

 
Andrew Baird 2 

Hal Sharp  2 

Simone Salz  3 

Ken Vaughn 4 

Ehren Bolleter  6 

Dennis Lubojacky  6 

Debbie Sharp  8 

Jackie Switzer  8 

John Blum  9 

Thomas Kozak  16 

Chris Gadient 16 

Rob Bigsby  17 

Patricia Forero 17 

Randy DeRuiter  19 

Monica Bachmann 20 

Ron Redding  20 

Clark McKinley 21 

Lisa Switzer  22 

Larry Grantham  23 

Tom Marsh  24 

Vivian Collier 25 

Ken Evesson 28 

Jeanne Baird 29 

Rick Lindsay 29 
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Photos: Fred Wagner & John Barrett 

Locations: John Barrett & Sam Jeffries 

 NOTE; See the TTR Meetup website for specific information for all events: 

https://www.meetup.com/TexasTriumphRegister/ We meet between 7:30 am & 8 am for 

coffee & usually eat B’fast at around 8:00 am. 

 

Car viewing after B’fast 

 

December   7 9er’s Grill (Sugar Land), 5870 New Territory, Sugar Land, TX 

77479, 281-491-0515. 

 

December   7 TTR Christmas Party at Truluck’s. Arrive by Noon. Festivities, 

including meal and Gift exchange, will last until approximately 3:00 

pm. Remember your unwrapped gift for a child in need. 5350 

Westheimer Rd, Houston, TX 77056, 713-783-7270. 

 

December  14 Barnaby’s, 1936 Fountain View Drive, Houston, TX 77057, 832-831-

8296. 

 

December  21 First Watch, 4938 Beechnut St, Houston, TX 77096, 713-668-

7600. 

 

December  28 I-45 Diner, 19790 Interstate 45, Spring, TX 77096, 713-389-

5627. 

 

December  28 Caffeine & Chrome, Gateway Classic Cars of Houston, 1910 Cypress 

Station Drive, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77090. Note: Immediately 

after breakfast, Approximately 3 miles (10 minutes) south of I-45 

Diner on I-45. 

 

January     4 9er’s Grill (Katy), 23225 Kingsland Blvd., Katy, TX 77494, 281-395-

1133. 

 

January    11 Black Walnut Café (Memorial), 5512 Memorial Drive, Houston, TX 

77007, 713-868-1800. 

 

January    11 January Monthly Meeting – Shu-Lien & John Baguley,  

 

 

 
The Traveling Triumph Breakfast Club (TTBC) gathers around 7:30 a.m. and orders breakfast at 

8:00 a.m. Confirm breakfast location on the web or Meet Up before the event.   
 

 

TTR Club Calendar  
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club – Fred Wagner & John Barrett 
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Please note – if Fred is not in attendance 

& it looks like nobody is taking photos at 

breakfast, please take some shots of the 

restaurant sign, the cars & some people 

shots!! Send them to Fred, John or the 

Editor. We all like to see the events in 

the Bluebonnet, so please PARTICIPATE 

by taking some photos. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

 

    

   

  

  

  

  

  

    

   

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

   

  

 

    

  

  

     

  

   

  

  

 

 

  

Traveling TR Breakfast Club  
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club  
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club  
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club  
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club  
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Partial List of TTR Regalia  
 

Item $ 
Ladies Hats 12 
Gray TTR T-shirts 15 
Grille Badge  35 
Men’s Hats 15 
License Plate Frames 20 
Hat Pins     7.5 
Iron on Logo Patches    5 
TR-3 Coffee Cups    3 

 

For more information and availability of shirt sizes, or If you have ideas 
or requests for new items, contact John Wakefield, Regalia Master. 

   
See website for additional info.  Customized TTR-logo shirts are 

available through Lands End on-line purchase. 

 

 

 

 

   TTR Regalia 
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It’s been a relatively productive month in the garage, if you consider buying more stuff for my hot-

rod Trailblazer SS, new tools for the garage, preparing the TR 250 for the O’Reilly’s Autorama and 

the continuing mini-restoration work on the Green RX7 productive. 

 

I’m sure I left you last month with trepidation on whether I could match the tan leather dye on the 

RX7, or not. Not! After sending my VIN to Seat Doctors, they sent me a tan that had a bit too 

much grey in it, so it didn’t match to the original tan. I went to Brault Paint in Tomball with the seat 

in the back of my truck and asked if they could match the dye. They told me to leave the seat with 

them for the weekend and they would match the color. Monday they called me and said they had 

made up a batch of dye in an aerosal can for me. It was almost a perfect match! Brault has always 

done a nice job for me in the past when I’ve had them mix up paint to match on some of my other 

cars, so I’m not sure why I didn’t think of them first when it came to my leather. 

 

The dashboard on the 3rd generation RX7s have issues with capacitors going bad on the circuit 

boards of the dash. My RX7, despite very low miles, had a non-working odometer, tach and 

speedometer. I pulled out the dash and sent it to the Circuit Board medic. About 5 days later the 

dash came back via FedEx with a sheet included indicating they had put the dash through their 

normal fix of replacing the capacitors in the dash and that all instruments, including the odometer, 

now worked. I’m hoping to get the dash reinstalled this week to verify that. For $199 it was 

definitely a bargain. 

 

The stock twin sequential turbo RX7s have a nightmare maze of vacuum lines under the intake 

manifold that I’d sorted when I bought the car years ago by replacing all the rubber hoses with 

silicone hoses and tie-wraps. As the car was starting to stumble a bit at idle, I decided to take the 

fuel injectors off and take them to my injector guru, Chris at Injector RX, for a thorough clean and 

blue print. I’m now about a day into removing the upper intake manifold and removing all the vacuum 

lines to allow me to get to the fuel rails to remove the injectors. GROAN, what a miserable job on 

an RX7. Hopefully, I’ll get the injectors out, cleaned, reinstalled and attach all the hoses this 

month. Great car, but I can certainly see why the Mazda mechanics hated seeing the 3rd generation 

RX7s in their shops back in the day. 

 

As the RX7 is almost 27 years old and all the bushings are stock, I also pulled the trigger on some 

new SuperPro bushings for it. I’d replaced all the bushings on the black RX7 many years ago and 

loved how it helped the car handle better without any squeaks. They even gave the car a bit more 

height in the front to avoid any rubbing of the larger wheels and tires. As the green one rubs a tiny 

bit in the front after I lowered it and added big wheels and tires, it’s time to do the same upgrade 

on the green RX7. A tough job, but well worth replacing the old rubber bushings! 

 

As the TR 250 is a bit of a garage queen, it didn’t take too long to clean it up in prepartion for the 

Autorama. It has been almost two years since I’d finished the nuts and bolts restoration, and I’m 

starting to see a bit of wear on the car, plus there are a few warranty issues needing to be 

addressed.  

 

I’ve promised the car that I’ll officially get it on the road to attend some events this coming year, 

so I’m going to need to attend to a couple of items. When you totally restore a car, there are always 

what I call warranty items that keep you from fully enjoying the vehicle. It’s also called the last 

Exhaust Fumes  
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5%, meaning that 95% of the car is completed, but all those small items need to be fixed before it 

becomes a fully road-worthy car again. The horn needs to be fixed, the driving lights need to be 

tightened down, the rear exhaust is still a little loose, the radio doesn’t quite work right, the hood 

release doesn’t reliably work, the carbs are still a bit off tune. If this car was on the road, I would 

have fixed all those issues years back, so now it’s time to address those items and attend a few 

breakfast meets in the 250. 

 

I had bought a new front bumper for the 250 from the Roadster Factory versus rechroming the 

original bumper. It was a very good reproduction, but the chrome has already started to lift on it, 

so it’s time to take the bumper to my chrome guy, Fidel, at Custom Polish Chrome to let him perform 

his magic on the bumper. I had used Speed & Sport Chrome Plating on Navigation in the past, but I 

think Fidel does an equally nice job, and is faster, is closer to my house and is a bit cheaper to boot.  

 

I spent an afternoon adusting the hood release cable on the 250, too, as it was always a bit finicky 

when it came to releasing the hood. The emergency back-up always opened the hood, but the stock 

cable just didn’t leave me feeling confident that it would always work. It’s a new cable, so I spent 

some time greasing and adjusting the cable attachment at the lock on the firewall. It now works 

smoothly. I’m attacking the driving lights and exhaust as soon as I get this rag out to the printer. 

Now I just need our version of the carb whisperer, Karl Rettenmaier, to come do a bit more tuning 

on the triple SUs. It’s time to change out the break-in oil, too, and then it’s ready for breakfast 

run. 

 

I really like the Miata seats in the 250 for their comfort, so I contacted a friend of mine in 

Chicago who had mentioned he really liked the Suffolk leather seats that used to be in the car. 

After a couple of text exchanges the seats are now boxed up and ready to be sent to Chicago. He 

has a beautiful 250 that looks like a twin of mine other than his is very original. He’s a bit shorter 

than I am, so I know he will enjoy the Suffolk seats in his 250. Plus, they are much prettier than 

the Miata seats. 

 

I’m sure you will keep me to my word if you don’t see the 250 out and about, minus the trailer it’s 

usually on! 

 

As I was still waiting for some suspension parts for the Trailblazer, I went out to Crutchfield and 

bought a subwoofer for it, too. JL Audio has a custom 10” subwoofer and enclosure designed 

specifically for the Trailblazer, so I pulled the trigger on that. I’ve already replaced the head-unit 

and speakers, so a bigger amp and subwoofer ought to make for nice tunes in the truck. Hopefully, 

I’ll get the additional suspension parts I’m waiting on and get the truck lowered, aligned and on the 

road in even better hotrod form than before. 

 

I was out on YouTube watching some car guys in Ontario called the Speed Academy hotrodding an 

early ‘00s BMW M3 E46 when they mentioned how much easier replacing the bushings were now 

that they had bought a new bushing removal tool on Amazon. Two days later I had the very same 

bushing kit at my house. The last time I replaced RX7 bushings I busted two vices and ended up 

having to burn out some of the bushings. Same story that they had on a previous RX7 project of 

theirs. I’ll report out on how much I like the new tool, once I’ve replaced the old bushings, as it’s a 

bargain for $119. 

Exhaust Fumes  
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Upper Left – Maze of vacuum hoses under the 

intake manifold. Where the heck are those 

injectors? 

Lower Left – Seat removed and dash board 

disconnected and removed for repair. 

Upper Right – Color matched bolster on the RX7 

seat. Can you see the repaired part of the seat? 

The Speed Academy guys also used a wireless camera that hooked up to your iPhone & iPad via its 

own wireless network. The camera has 6 small LED lights and some mirrors to help get a good view 

of tight confines. I bought one of those video cameras from Harbor Freight years ago, but thought 

the new technology was cool. They used one from Depstech that was $25 on Amazon, so I’ve got 

that in the toolbox now, too. I think I might have a problem with purchasing tools, but what are you 

going to do when you see a cool new tool, right? 

 

The Jeep JL got a new decal this month. I used some automotive vinyl from 3M to put a graphic on 

the hood. It looks pretty darn good for my first attempt, but the problem with doing something 

yourself (if you are slightly OCD) is that you see all the little issues. It was an interesting exercise 

that didn’t cost all that much, so I’m happy for now. I might pull it in the future and redo it to 

address all the little issues, but – for now – it looks good. 

 

That’s it for now. Keep playing with those cars! 

 

 

 
    
 

Exhaust Fumes  
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Upper Left – Bushing removal kit from Amazon. 

Here’s hoping it’ll make bushing removal easier. 

Middle Left – The Suffolk leather seats removed 

from the 250. 

Middle Right – seats boxed up and ready to be 

shipped to Chicago. 

Lower Left – Hood graphic on the Jeep JL. Not 

bad for my first try. 

Lower Right – Innocent Trailblazer SS before new 

suspension, amps and subwoofer. 
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Upper Left – New wireless camera. 

Middle Left – refurbished RX7 dash back from the 

Circuit Board Medics. 

Lower Left – You’ve got to love ‘90s technology. 

Dashboard removed from the RX7 before shipping 

out for refurbishment. 

Middle Right – New SuperPro bushings for the 

RX7. 

Lower Right – The Aussies make some great poly 

bushings! 
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TTR publishes a monthly newsletter, The Bluebonnet, and holds monthly membership meetings on the 
2nd Saturday of each month except December (when we have our annual Christmas Party).  For more 
information, contact Mike Hado (281.807.4780).  
 
 We look forward to meeting you!  

 

Check one:     New Membership       Renewal  Update 

 
Member’s Name:      
     
Birthday (month/day)           /      

 
Spouse’s Name:      
    
Birthday (month/day):             /                       

 
  Street (or Mailing) Address: 

 
  City:       State: _____  Zip: 

 
  Home Phone:               Work phone:       Cell: 
 

  E-mail Address: 

Triumph ownership is not a prerequisite for membership; however, if you do own any Triumphs, please 
tell us about them:  
 

 

 Year Model Commission No. Color Condition* 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 

_____ ___________ __________________________________ _________ ________ 
 

*O = Original, R = Restored, B = Being Restored, P = Parts Car 
 

Dues: $30 per year per family. 
Make check payable to Texas Triumph Register and mail to Texas Triumph 
Register, P.O. Box 40847, Houston, Texas  77240-0847).   Your cancelled 
check is your receipt.  –or-- 
 
On-line payment option using Pay Pal available on our website! 
http://www.texastriumphregister.org/ 
 
 
 

 

TTR Membership Form 

 
Optional:  Send in a photo 

of yourselve(s) and your 

Triumph(s).   

http://www.texastriumphregister.org/

